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We are pleased to announce a new site, which has been created to support XOOPS
Documentation:
www.xoopswiki.org

The site's purpose is to allow a collaborative environment for the creation of XOOPS tutorials,
articles and manuals. It also serves to assist the different XOOPS teams to have a space to
elaborate on written work for their group.

The wiki will take content on any language - and currently has some documentation in English,
Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish, and French. Content from other languages is welcomed.

The site currently has a backup of the wiki that formerly existed at www.xoopsdocs.net

Please note: This is not an official documentation site. The official documentation can be found
at: www.xoopsdocs.net - which will hold it's own wiki for strictly official documentation. However,
we encourage you to use our site to develop official documentation, until XOOPSDocs wiki is re-
opened. You can then transfer your project to the official site.

Likewise, this is not a developers documentation wiki, as this exists at dev.xoops.org.

We hope that www.xoopswiki.org becomes a useful working tool to support the XOOPS's
communities documentation projects.

The XoopsWiki.org Team
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